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The subject of this lecture is computer simulation of
complex liquids, such as colloids and polymeric sys-
tems. Why should computer simulation of complex
liquids be any different from computer simulation of
simple liquids ? After all, the great charm of computer
simulation is that the complexity of the computer code
does not increase with the number of degrees of free-
dom in a system, even though the computational effort
does. Indeed, the existing Molecular Dynamics simu-
lations of polymers, micelles or proteins are not basi-
cally different from simulations of simple atomic or
molecular systems. They are simply longer. Usually
much longer, because one of the features that make
complex liquids complex is that interesting dynamical
phenomena happen over a very wide range of time
scales. For instance, in polymer dynamics the charac-
teristic decay time of the velocity of a monomer is
orders of magnitude shorter than the time it takes the
polymer to relax in the "tube" formed by its neighbors.
And this time, in its turn, is much shorter than the time
it takes the polymer to diffuse over a distance of the
order of its own diameter. For atoms, the first and the
third time are of the same order of magnitude.

But it is not only in their dynamics that complex
liquids differ from simple liquids. Their structural prop-
erties too seem designed to make numerical simulation
difficult. In particular, complex liquids may exhibit
local order on at least two different length scales:
namely on the scale of the atomic building blocks and
on a length-scale comparable to the characteristic di-
mensions of the macromolecule. Finally, in order to
study the phase behavior of complex liquids, we must
either study phase coexistence directly using an ap-
proach based on the Gibbs-ensemble technique of
Panagiotpoulos [1] or by computing the chemical
potential or, more generally, the free energy ot the
different phases. Such calculations are subtle for simple
liquids and even more so for complex liquids.

In the present lecture, I focus on two basic topics that
are of particular relevance for the simulation of com-
plex liquids. These topics are:
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1. Free energy calculations
2. Activated processes

I have selected these topics not only for their rele-
vance for complex liquids, but also because they have
evolved considerably over the past few years. I stress
that many of the techniques that I discuss were not de-
signed specifically for the study of complex liquids.
Others were, but turn out to have interesting applica-
tions in other fields. In computer simulation, as in most
areas of science, the "mobility" of techniques is quite
high.

2 PHASE DIAGRAMS OF POLYMER
COLLOID MIXTURES

Phase separation in binary mixtures is the example
that is used in many textbooks to illustrate the competi-
tion between energy and entropy in a phase transforma-
tion. For a mixture at constant total volume V, the
Helmholtz free energy F, should be minimal. As a first
approximation, the entropy of mixing of a mixture of
two species A and B, is replaced by the entropy of
mixing of an ideal mixutre

S (X) = NkB [X In X + (1 X) In ( X)]

(1)

where X denotes the mole-fraction of one component
(say A): X = NAI(NA + NB). The entropy of mixing
given by Eq. 1 is a convex function of X. As a con-
sequence, Sid(X) will always decrease if phase separa-
tion takes place. This implies that phase separation can
only take place if the resulting decrease in energy E
outweighs the increase in TSid. In a hard-core mixture,
there is no energy change upon mixing. Hence, if Eq. 1
were exact, we should never observe phase separation
in a hard-core mixture.

The naive picture sketched above is not correct.
From computer simulation [2, 3, 4, 5, 6] we know of
many examples of de-mixing transitions in systems
with purely hard-core interactions. Below, I discuss one
particular class of de-mixing transitions in hard-core
mixtures, namely depletion flocculation in colloids [7]
and [8]. The reason why I discuss this example is that
it allows me to introduce a technique to study phase
transitions in complex fluids by computer simulation.
This technique is based on an exact enumeration ap-
proach to grand-canonical simulations. In particular,
we consider a mixture of two components, one of which
is held at a fixed chemical potential. In some cases, we

can "integrate out" the degrees of freedom of the spe-
cies at fixed chemical potential.

2.1 Depletion Flocculation

Experimentally, it is well known that the addition of
a small amount of free, non-adsorbing polymer to a
colloidal suspension induces an effective attraction be-
tween the colloidal particles and may even lead to
coagulation. This effect has been studied extensively
[9] and is well understood, at least qualitatively. The
polymer-induced attraction between colloids in an en-
tropic effect: when the colloidal particles are close to-
gether, the total number of accessible polymer
conformations is larger than when the colloidal parti-
cles are far apart. However, although the physical
mechanism responsible for polymer-induced coagula-
tion is understood qualitatively, a quantitative descrip-
tion of this phenomenon is more difficult. This is so
because the polymer-induced attraction between the
colloidal particles is non-pairwise additive. Moreover,
it depends both on the osmotic pressure of the polymer
and on the concentration of the colloid. A direct analyti-
cal evaluation of the (grand-canonical) partition func-
tion is impossible, even when one considers only the
very simplest model, viz, that of a mixture of hard-core
colloidal particles with ideal chain molecules with con-
formations that are restricted to a lattice. It is therefore
desirable to carry out "exact" numerical simulations to
investigate the phase behavior. Yet, the computational
problems are still formidable. What is required is a
numerical scheme that samples the positions of the col-
loidal particles while averaging over all possible con-
formations of a large (and fluctuating) number of chain
molecules.

Fortunately, it is possible to construct a rigorous and
efficient Monte Carlo scheme to study this model. Our
approach relies on the fact that we can recursively com-
pute the partition function of an ideal (non-self avoid-
ing) chain on a lattice in an arbitrary external potential
[7]. This is most easily seen by considering a chain of
length e 1 on lattice. Suppose that every lattice site
has b neighbors, that the polymer consists ofp segments
and that there are N lattice sites. Clearly, for an ideal
polymer in the absence of any obstacles, the total num-
ber of allowed conformations is Slid ENx b P. If ob-
stacles are present, some random walks are blocked,
and the total number of allowed conformations, SIT, is
less than Slid. The "brute-force" method to determine
the ratio SITIC/id would be to attempt a large number of
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insertions of chains with arbitrary conformation at ran-
dom points on the lattice. The ratio of the number of
"accepted" trial moves to the total number of attempted
insertions can be used to compute the excess chemical
potential of an ideal polymer chain in this system

iiexcess = kBT log <Pacceptance> (2)

This is the usual "Widom" expression for the excess
chemical potential [10]. However, unless the density of
obstacles is quite low, the relative statistical error in the
insertion probability will be quite large.

Next, consider the recursive approach. To this end,
let us first compute all N Boltzmann factors associated
with the insertion of a point particle at any lattice site.
Clearly, the sum of these Boltzmann factors is simply
the partition function of a point-particle on a lattice, in
an external potential. Let us denote the Boltzmann fac-
tor associated with site i as fi(°) exp ( u(ri)MBT).
The partition function for a one-segment polymer (2
points) is computed as follows. Starting from site i, we
have b ways to grow one segment. But all b directions
will, in general, have different Boltzmann weights Jr,
where j denotes one of the nearest neighbors of i. The
total Boltzmann weight associated with the addition of
a 1-segment polymer at site i is then:

( b
fi(1) =fi(0) x P.(0)

Zd (3)

where the sum runs over the nearest neighbors of i. The
partition function of a 1-segment polymer on a lattice
is then simply:

I f(l)
i=1

(4)

(where, for convenience, I have assumed that the poly-
mer "head" and "tail" are distinguishable). Repeating
the same argument p times, it is clear that the
Boltzmann factor associated with all possible confor-
mations of a p-segment polymer starting at site i is
given by:

b

[fi(P) = fi(0) x E ft])
i

1

And the total partition function is given by:

N

QP
f(P)

i=1

(5)

(6)

The important fact to note is that the computation of
S2p, a quantity that depends on N x bP conformations,
requires only p iterations of b x N local "propaga-
tions" of real numbers. For a fixed external potential,
the partition function thus computed in exact. In a prac-
tical situation, as with the addition of polymer to a col-
loidal dispersion, the external potential is not fixed, but
depends on the (continuous) coordinates of all M col-
loidal particles, rm). Hence, the total partition func-
tion of the polymer also depends on these coordinates:

= Up(r
We now use this scheme to perform simulations of

depletion flocculation. Up to this point we have not
specified the nature of the "external" potential. We now
assume that this potential is due to the presence of N
hard, spherical colloidal particles each of which occu-
pies many lattice sites. The polymer partition function
clearly depends on the coordinates r N of the colloidal
particles: Ue (r N). The configurational part of the par-
tition function of the system of N colloids plus one pol-
ymer of length e in volume V is then given by:

Z(V, N, 1) = dr N exp U (r N) (( (r is)), (7)

where U its (r N) denotes the hard-sphere interaction.
Next, we make use of the fact that we are considering
ideal polymers. In that case we can immediately write
down the corresponding partition function for N col-
loids and M ideal plymers:

Z (V, N, M) = dr N exp ( Uhs (r ) (Qt (r N))M/M !,

(8)

where the factor 1/M! accounts for the fact that the
polymers are indistinguishable. Using Eq. 8 it is
straightforward to transform to an ensemble where the
polymer chemical potentiel (i.e. the osmotic pressure)
is kept fixed. The corresponding grand-canonical par-
tition function is given by:

00

E (V, N, 1,1) = exp (M lich) Z (V, N, M)/M !
m=o

= dr N exp (Uhs (r N)) exp (M j.tch) (Cle (r N))M/M !
m=0

= dr N exp (Uhs (r N)) exp (zfif (r N))
V
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In the last line of Eq. 9, we have introduced the pol-
ymer activity z a- exp (14h), where [tch denotes the
chemical potential of the chain molecules.

The important point to note is that Eq. 9 allows us to
evaluate the properties of the colloidal particles in
osmotic equilibrium with a polymer reservoir. In par-
ticular, it shows that we can perform Monte Carlo sam-
pling of the colloidal particles. The polymers only
affect Ueir N), the effective interaction between the
colloidal particles:

(Jeff (r ) Uhs (r ) zUe(r N). (10)

zi/e(rN) measures the entropic interaction between the
colloids due to all possible polymer conformations. This
entropic interaction is, in principle, not pairwise additive.
In fact, it is shown in Ref. [8], that for all but the shortest
chain molecules, this non-additivity of the polymer-in-
duced interaction between the colloids, has a pronounced
effect on the structure and stability of the mixture. For
more details, we refer the reader to Ref. [8].

Whether a given compound will have a liquid phase,
depends sensitively on the range of the intermolecular
potential: as this range is decreased, the critical
temperature approaches the triple-point temperature,
and when 71. drops below the latter, only a single stable
fluid phase remains. This phenomenon is well known
in mixtures of spherical colloidal particles and non-ad-
sorbing polymer, where the range of the attractive part
of the effective colloid-colloid interaction can be varied
by changing the size of the polymer [11, 12, 13, 7, 8].
Experiment, theory and simulation all suggest that
when the width of the attractive well becomes less than
approximately one third of the diameter of the colloidal
spheres, the colloidal "liquid" phase disappears.

Consider, for instance, the phase behavior of an a
hard-core fluid with an attractive Yukawa interaction:

u (r) =
(r < a)

exp Om (1 r/a))
E _cs)r/a (11)

where a is the diameter of the hard core, E is the well
depth, and 1C1 is a measure for the range of the attractive
part of the potential.

Computer simulations [14] show that, if the range of
the attraction is larger than approximately 20 % of the
hard-core diameter, a liquid-vapor transition is
possible. For example, Fig. 1 shows the results of a
computer simulation of a Yukawa system with Ica =
3.9. In this case, liquid-vapor coexistence is clearly pre-
sent. In contrast, when ica = 7 (see Fig. 2). The liquid-
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Figure I

Phase diagram of the hard-core attractive Yukawa system (see
Eq. 11) for tea = 3.9. In this figure the open circle denotes the
critical point, the filled circle the triple point and the drawn lines
correspond to the results of first order perturbation theory (see
Ref. [141). The points with error-bars are the simulation results.
The diamond indicates the critical point as obtained by Gibbs-
ensemble simulations.
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Figure 2

Phase diagram of the hard-core attractive Yukawa system (see
Eq. 11) for tca = 7. In this figure the open circle denotes the
critical point, the filled circle the triple point and the drawn lines
correspond to the results of first order perturbation theory (see
Ref. [141). The points with error-bars are the simulation results.
The diamond indicates the metastable critical point as obtained
by Gibbs-ensemble simulations.
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vapor coexistence curve has moved below the sublima-
tion line, indicating the absence of a stable liquid range.
In fact, there is even numerical evidence that in a
molecular compound (C60), the range of the inter-
molecular attraction may be sufficiently short to
suppress the liquid-vapor transition [15]. Next, con-
sider what happens in systems with a very short ranged
attraction, where the liquid-vapor transition is absent.
Such systems could be realized in mixtures of un-
charged colloids and short polymers. Recent computer
simulations [16] and [17] show that such systems may
exhibit a solid-solid transition that is in many ways rem-
iniscent of the liquid-vapor transition: in particular,

1. The transition takes place between two phases that
have the same structure

2. The line of (first-order) solid-solid transitions ends
in a critical point, and

3. The transition depends strongly on the range of the
intermolecular attraction

As a first approximation, we use the square well
potential to model short-ranged interactions in mixtures
of uncharged colloids and polymers. The square-well
model potential is harshly repulsive at distances less
than a characteristic diameter a and has an attractive
interaction with a characteristic range 8, outside the
repulsive core. The functional form of the square-well
potential is:

05_r<a
v (r)= E

0
a5r<a+ö,
r > a + 8 (12)

where E is the depth of the attractive well. In fact, the
occurrence of the solid-solid transition in systems with
short ranged potentials is not sensitive to the precise
form of the potential and is therefore likely to be
experimentally observable. Additional evidence for the
insensitivity of the solid-solid transition to the precise
shape of the intermolecular potential comes from recent
theoretical work by Tejero et al. [18] and the simula-
tions of ref. [17].

It is well known that systems with a short-ranged
attraction cannot exhibit a phase transition in one di-
mension. However, our simulations show that such a
transition is possible in two dimensions. As will be dis-
cussed below, this turns out to have interesting con-
sequences. In order to compute the phase diagram of
the square-well system, we first must determine the de-
pendence of the Helmholtz free energy of the solid on
density and temperature. As the free energy of the solid

Figure 3

Simulated T p phase diagrams for the fcc structure of hard
spheres with an attractive interaction (square well) with range
S. Starting with the coexistence curve on the right, from right to
left the curves correspond to the well widths Ms = 0.01, 0.02,
0.03, 0.04, 0.05 and 0.06. The upper dashed fluid-solid coex-
istence curve refers to a well width of Ms = 0.07 and shows
that the solid-solid transition has become meta-stable at this
point. The critical points are indicated by filled circles, the triple
points by open circles.

cannot be measured directly in a Monte Carlo simula-
tion, we use thermodynamic integration to relate the
free energy of the square-well solid to that of a refer-
ence hard-sphere solid at the same density [19].

In order to map out the phase diagram of the square-
well solid over a wide range of densities and tempera-
tures as a function of the width of the attractive well,
several thousand independent simulations were re-
quired. To keep the computational costs within bounds,
we chose to simulate a relatively small system. With a
small system size, finite-size effects are expected, in
particular in the vicinity of a critical point. However,
away from critical points finite-size effects should be
so small that they will not affect the conclusions that
we draw below.

In what follows, we use reduced units, such that elkB
is the unit of temperature, and a, the hard-core diameter
of the particles, is the unit of length. Fig. 3 shows the
computed solid-solid and fluid-solid coexistence
curves in the p. T plane for the two and three dimen-
sional square-well models. We first focus on the solid-
solid transition. The density gap between the dense and
expanded fcc solids is wide at low temperatures and
shrinks to zero when the solid-solid critical point is ap-
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proached. Because of the analogy with liquid-vapor
coexistence, one would expect that the solid-solid criti-
cal point should be of the 2D and 3D-Ising universality
class.

The coexistence curves are asymmetric, especially
in the limit 8 ÷ 0. In this limit, the reduced critical
temperature Tc. goes to a finite limiting value of ap-
proximately 1.7 in three dimensions and 0.92 in two.
This may seem surprising but, in fact, this limit can be
studied directly using a peculiar lattice model [17].

The solid-solid coexistence region shifts to lower
densities as the well-width is increased. This effect can
easily be understood by noting that a dense square-well
solid can be expanded at virtually no cost in potential
energy, up to the point where the nearest-neighbor sep-
aration is a + 8. It is only when the solid is expanded
beyond this limit that the potential energy increases
steeply and a transition to the expanded solid may
occur. Hence, the larger 8, the lower the density where
the phase transition will take place. When 8 becomes
larger, the vapor-solid-solid triple point shifts to higher
temperatures and densities, until it reaches the critical
temperature. At that point the solid-solid transition dis-
appears because for larger values of 8 it is pre-empted
by the melting transition. This happens when 8 > 0.06.
It should be noted that iso-structural solid-solid transi-
tions are known to occur in dense Cs and Ce [20]. How-
ever, in this case the intermolecular potential is too long
ranged to induce the mechanism described above and
the transition is believed to be due to the softness of the
intermolecular potential associated with a pressure-in-
duced change in the electronic state of the metal ions.

3 CRYSTAL NUCLEATION

Crystal nucleation is a prototypical example of an
activated process. In classical nucleation theory, the
free energy barrier that separates the supercooled fluid
from the stable solid is estimated, assuming that crys-
tallization proceeds through the formation of essen-
tially spherical crystal nuclei. The reason why a barrier
developed is that to lowest order, the free energy of such
a nucleus contains two terms, a negative "bulk" term,
proportional to the cube power of the radius r of the
nucleus, and a positive "surface" term, proportional to
the square of the radius.

411( r 3 pAp. + 4 nr 2 y , (13)

where p is the number density of the nucleus, Aj.t is the
difference in chemical potential of the solid and the
liquid (Ala < 0 for super-cooled liquids) and y is the
solid-liquid interfacial free energy. The top of the free
energy barrier is obtained as the maximum of Afi'd in
Eq. 13. It is easy to see that the barrier height scales as
y3/42. At coexistence, Ali 0 and hence the nuclea-
tion barrier is infinite. Clearly, we need a substantial
amount of super-cooling, before spontaneous crystal-
lization will occur. To give a rough estimate: experi-
mentally, crystal nucleation becomes observable if the
number of nuclei that are formed per second per cubic
centimeter is of the order of one. This will happen typi-
cally if the fluid is super-cooled by 10-15 %. Now let
us assume that we wish to study this phenomenon by
simulation. Then we are forced to study much smaller
systems. Let us assume that we perform a really large
simulation, involving millions of particles. Even then,
our simulation box has a volume less that 10-15 cm3.
And hence if we wish to observe a nucleation event with
a rate of 1 s-lcm-3, we will, on average have to wait for
1015 seconds before a nucleus forms in a simulation
box. The computer time involved easily exceeds the
lifetime of the universe by orders of magnitude.

It is for this reason that most computer simulations
of crystal nucleation have been performed under con-
ditions of extreme super-cooling, where the nucleation
rate is 20-30 orders of magnitude higher. This involves
supercooling the fluid to a temperature some 50%
below the freezing point. The problem is that such ex-
treme super-coolings are quite unrealistic. The way
crystallization proceeds under those conditions can
differ not just quantitatively, but even qualitatively
from what happens at moderate super-cooling the
crystal phase that forms on nucleation may be different.
This is particularly obvious if, at low temperatures,
another crystal structure is more stable than close to
melting. But even if the stable structure is the same, the
phase that nucleates may still be different. This was
already recognized in 1897 when Ostwald [21] formu-
lated his famous "step" rule, which states that the crys-
tal phase that is nucleated from the melt need not be the
one that is thermodynamically most stable, but the one
that is closest in free energy to the fluid phase. Stranski
and Totomanow [22] reexamined this rule and argued
that the phase that will form is the one that has the
lowest free-energy barrier of formation, rather than the
phase that is globally stable under the conditions pre-
vailing. Clearly, the relative height of such free energy
barriers may change as the fluid is more and more
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strongly super-cooled. To give a specific example, let
us consider crystallization of a simple liquid, such as a
liquid noble gas. Such liquids can easily be studied by
computer simulation. The interaction between noble
gas atoms is well represented by the Lennard-Jones
potential. And hence a study of crystallization in the
Lennard-Jones system provides us with insight into the
freezing mechanism for simple liquids. In the late
seventies, Alexander and McTague [23] argued, on the
basis of theoretical arguments that, at least for small
super-cooling, nucleation of the body-centered cubic
(bcc) phase should uniquely be favored in all simple
fluids exhibiting a weak first order phase transition.
However, when attempts were made to investigate the
formation of meta-stable bcc nuclei on a microscopic
scale, using computer simulation 124, 25, 26, 27, 28,
29, 30], the picture that emerged gave little support for
the Alexander-McTague scenario. For the Lennard-
Jones system, which is known to have a stable face-
centered cubic (fcc) structure up to the melting curve,
the formation of a meta-stable bcc phase was observed
in only one of the simulation studies reported [24],
while all other studies [25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30] found
evidence for the formation of fcc nuclei. Of particular
interest is the simulation of Swope and Andersen [30]
on a system comprising one million (!) Lennard-
Jones particles. This study showed that, although
both fcc and bcc nuclei are formed in the early stages
of the nucleation, only the fcc nuclei grow into larger
crystallites. It should be noted however, that in all
these simulation studies, very large degrees of super-
cooling (down to 50 % of the melting temperature, or
lower) had to be imposed to see any crystal formation
on the time-scale of the simulation. As argued above,
for such a large super-cooling one should expect the
free-energy barrier for nucleation into essentially all
possible crystal phases to be quite small. It is there-
fore not obvious that crystal nucleation at large super-
cooling will proceed in the same way as close to the
freezing point.

An alternative approach to the study of crystal nu-
cleation (and activated events in general) is not to
simply wait for the rare event to happen, but to directly
measure the free energy barrier and the crossing rate,
using a combination of numerical techniques [31, 32,
33, 34, 35].

As an example, consider homogeneous.nucleation
in a Lennard-Jones system close to the freezing point.
Rather than using a "brute-force" approach where we
wait for nuclei to form spontaneously, we use the

scheme [35] to study the free-energy barrier to crystal
nucleation. The advantage of this technique is that it
can be used even at small (i.e. realistic) super-cooling
where the straightforward molecular dynamics tech-
nique will not work, because the nucleation barrier
diverges at coexistence. Moreover, the sampling
technique that we employ [35, 36] allows us to stabi-
lize the critical nucleus and study its structure in
detail.

In order to measure the free-energy barrier that sep-
arates the super-cooled liquid from the solid, we must
first define an order parameter which acts as a "reaction
coordinate", in the sense that it has a small value in the
liquid state and a large value when the system has crys-
tallized. Moreover, as we do not know a priori which
crystal structure will form, we must use an order para-
meter that is only sensitive to the overall degree of crys-
tallinity in the system but not to the differences between
the possible crystal structures. Van Duijneveldt and
Frenkel [35] have shown that the bond orientational
order parameter Q6 (see below), first introduced by
Steinhardt, Nelson and Ronchetti [37], satisfies these
requirements and can be conveniently implemented in
numerical simulations.

The Gibbs free energy of the system, G, is a function
of this order parameter [38]:

G(Q6) = constant kBT ln [P(Q6)], (14)

where P(Q6) is the probability per unit interval to find
the order parameter around a given value of Q6. Both
Monte Carlo (MC) and Molecular Dynamics (MD)
simulations were performed to measure P(Q6). In order
to get a reliable estimate of P(Q6) even near the top of
the barrier, we used the so-called "umbrella sampling"
technique of Torrie and Valleau [36], in which the sam-
pling of configuration space is biased in such a way that
good statistics can be obtained even near the top of the
barrier.

The simulations were carried out at constant
temperature and pressure. In what follows we use re-
duced units, such that the Lennard-Jones well-depth e
is the unit of energy, while the Lennard-Jones diameter
a is the unit of length. In order to minimize artifacts due
to the finite system size, we simulated a fairly large
system, i.e. of 10648 particles. Simulations were per-
formed both in the direction of increasing and decreas-
ing crystallinity. All results reported below are based
on simulations that were free of hysteresis. It should be
stressed, however, that, near the top of the barrier, very
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long simulations were required to equilibrate the sys-
tem.

In our simulations, we studied the nucleation barrier
under conditions of moderate (20%) super-cooling, at
two different pressures: P = 0.67 (T = 0.6) and P =
5.68 (T = 0.92). We find that initially, as Q6 is in-
creased from the liquid, the number of small solid
clusters in the liquid increases. The reason why there
are, initially, several small solid clusters is that it is
entropically favorable for the system to distribute a
given amount of crystallinity over several clusters.
However, as the top of the barrier is approached, the
energetic factors dominate and several of these small
solid clusters combine into a large one. This cluster
corresponds to the critical nucleus. When Qo is in-
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Figure 4

Gibbs free energy of a Lennard-Jones system as a function of
crystallinity (Q6) at 20% under-cooling for two different pres-
sures, i.e. P = 5.68 (T = 0.92) and P = 0.67 (T = 0.6). The
Gibbs free-energy barriers are approximately 25.1 keT at P =
5.68 and 19.4k8Tat P = 0.67.

creased even further this critical nucleus grows. Fig. 4
shows the Gibbs free energy of the system relative to
the liquid phase, as a function of crystallinity (Q6). The
value of the Gibbs free energy of the system at the top
of the barrier corresponds to the nucleation barrier. We
have compared the measured nucleation barrier with

the corresponding prediction of classical nucleation
theory.

This theory yields the following predictions for the
nucleation barriers: GlkBT = 17.4 at P = 0.67 and
GlkBT = 8.2 at P = 5.68. We find from our simula-
tions that GlkBT 19.4 for the lower pressure (see
Fig. 4), which is in good agreement with the theoretical
prediction. The discrepancy between CNT and simula-
tion for P = 5.68 is most likely mainly due to the fact
that the the solid-liquid interfacial free energy under
these conditions is not known accurately.

Next, we consider the structure of the crystal nuclei.
In order to analyse the structure of a crystalline cluster,
we first determine which particles are "solid-like". This
is largely a technical problem that I will not discuss here
[39]. Once we have identified the "solid-like" clusters,
we wish to characterize the local crystal structure of the
clusters. We found it most convenient to compare the
local structure of the nucleus to three limiting cases:
liquid, fcc-crystal and bcc-crystal. In practice, we at-
tribute to every structure a certain fraction fug of "liq-
uid" character, while flee and fb, measure the fraction
of fcc and bcc character. Finally, as no structure can be
perfectly decomposed into these three components, we
also measure the quality of the fit by determining the
"mismatch" A. If A = 0, the structure behaves as a
linear superposition of liquid, fcc and bcc structures. If
A is large, no linear combination of these structure pro-
vides a good description of our nucleus. To give a
specific example, if we were to apply our analysis to a
thermally equilibrated fcc crystal, we would findfft =
1 and A = 0.

With the technique described above, we can analyse
the structure of the nuclei that form in the super-cooled
Lennard-Jones fluid. Fig. 5 shows fug, Ace and fft, for
the largest cluster in our system as the system moves
up the nucleation barrier (for P = 5.68). We note that
the pre-critical nuclei are predominantly bcc-like with
an appreciable "liquid-like" character. However, near
the top of the barrier there is a clear change in the nature
of the solid nuclei from bcc-like to fcc-like. The fact
that the pre-critical nuclei are rather liquid-like is not
very surprising as they are very small and almost all
interface. What is more interesting is that these nuclei
are clearly more bcc ordered than fcc ordered. This sug-
gests that, at least for small crystallites, we find the
behavior predicted by the Alexander-McTague theory
[23]. Yet, as the larger clusters are increasingly fcc-like,
the present results are also compatible with the findings
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Figure 5

Structural composition of the largest cluster, indicated by flag,

Acc,ffe, and 42, as a function of Q6 at 20% super-cooling (P =
5.68, T = 0.92). This figure is based on averages over 50 inde-
pendent atomic configurations.

Figure 6

Structure of the critical nucleus, indicated by ft, fbec, fp, and A',
as a function of r, the distance to its center-of-mass, at 20%
super-cooling (P = 5.68, T = 0.92). This figure is based on
averages over 50 independent atomic configurations.

of Swope and Andersen [30], who observed that nuclea-
tion proceeded through fcc crystallites.

Still, we note that the critical and post-critical nuclei
are not fully fcc ordered. They have both appreciable
liquid-like and bcc-like character. It is not surprising to
find some liquid-like behavior as the nuclei still have a
relatively large crystal-liquid interface. But the bcc-like
character is more intriguing. To show what is at the
cause of this behavior, we have analysed the local order
of the critical nucleus. We calculate fug, fb and f f in
a spherical shell of radius r around the center-of-mass
of the cluster. Fig. 6 shows the radial profile of the local
order of the critical nucleus. As expected, we find that
the core of the nucleus is predominantly fcc-like and
that fug and ff smoothly go to one and zero, respec-
tively, in the liquid. Surprisingly, fb before decaying
to zero in the liquid, increases at the interface and be-
comes even larger than ff. The surface enhancement
of the bcc signature is absent when we bring a fcc crys-
tallite in contact with a liquid and do not allow the sur-
face structure to relax. Hence, the present simulations
suggest that the fcc-like core of the equilibrated nuclei
is "wetted" by a shell which has more bcc character.
This also explains the overall bcc character of the pre-
critical nuclei: the structure of these small clusters is
almost completely surface dominated.

This example illustrates that, with suitable simula-
tion techniques, it is possible to study the rate limiting
step of activated processes in great detail. This would
not have been possible with "brute force" simulations.
Using the present scheme, it is also possible to arrive at
quantitative predictions of nucleation rates, even in the
regime where crystal nucleation is very slow.

It should be emphasized that the present example of
crystallization in a Lennard-Jones system is simply
meant as an illustration. The technique is, in no way,
limited to such simple systems and, in fact, the most
interesting applications lie, no doubt, in the study of

homogeneous and heterogeneous nucleation (or the
suppression thereof) in complex liquids.
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program of FOM and is supported financially by the Nether-
lands Organization for Research (NWO).
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